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A Trip To Paris
Tomorrow, Amel is going to Paris on holiday. She dislikes travelling by
boat. So, she is going to travel by plane. The plane leaves Algiers at 8:00 a.m
and arrives to Paris at 10:00 a.m.
Amel is going to visit the Louvre museum which is one of the largest
museums in the world. She is going to see the Eiffel tower too. She will have
time to visit many other touristic places there. While she is in Paris, she is
going to buy some gifts to her family and friends.
Part one
Section one: Reading comprehension : ( 07 Pts )
A) Read the text and say True or False: (03 pts)
1- Amel will travel to London.
2- She is going to travel by boat.
3- She is going to travel in the morning.
B) Read the text carefully then answer these questions: (02 pts)
1- Is Amel going to Paris for work?
2- How long does the trip take to get to Paris?
C): Find in the text the synonyms to the following:
(01 pt)
1- Vacation = …………
2- journey =………………
Find in the text words that are opposite to the following: (01 pt)
1-Loves ≠ ………………..
2-sell ≠ …………………..
Section two: Mastery of Language ( 07 Pts )
A) Put the following words between brackets in the future: (03 pts)
1- It (to snow) tomorrow.
2- On Saturday, my friend and I (to have) dinner at the restaurant.
3- Tonight, he (to fly) to Paris.
B) Ask and answer questions about distance and duration: (02pts)
Airport/ 2km/ 10 minutes by bus
A: ...................................................?
B: It is. ............................................
A: ...................................................?
B: It takes........................................
C) Read the sentences and write ‘‘strong form’’ (SF) or ‘‘weak form’’ (WF)next to each one. (02pts)
1. What is it made of?
2. It’s made of plastic.
Part Two: Situation of Integration: (06 pts) Use the information in the table below to write a paragraph
about your holidays in the future. Use ‘‘ going to’’

Where?

When?

How long?

-France
-Algiers
-Turkey

- Next holiday

-One month

With
whom?
-Family
-Friends

How?
-Mean of
travel

-Two weeks
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What?
-visit touristic
places
- buy gifts

When?
-Return
date
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